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1 Introduction

The popularity of the New Keynesian model (NKM) in recent years has led
to numerous empirical attempts to evaluate the performance of the model.
A recent overview of this literature is provided by Henry and Pagan (2004).
The typical study has focused on one of the two “core” equations of the
NKM, usually the New Keynesian Phillips curve (NKPC) since it captures
the relevant features of price stickiness. For instance Gali and Gertler (1999),
and Gali et al. (2001) find strong evidence in favor of the Phillips curve, using
single equation GMM (General Method of Moments). Sbordone (2002) also
reports favorable results by a slightly different approach1, while Fuhrer (1997)
obtains less favorable results using ML (Maximum Likelihood). More recent
contributions include Matheron and Maury (2004), McAdam and Willman
(2004) and Roberts (2005). The second equation, the expectational “IS”
curve, has been investigated by Fuhrer (2000) and more recently in Kara
and Nelson (2004) and Fuhrer and Rudebusch (2004).

Since the early and important contributions, a number of empirical is-
sues have been raised. The use of single equation estimation procedures has
been criticized on the grounds that empirical identification requires a system
approach. Furthermore, due to such problems as weak instruments, GMM es-
timates are likely to be very imprecise. Thorough discussions on these issues
can be found in Ma (2002), Mavroeidis (2004), Rudd and Whelan (2005a,
2005b)2. These difficulties has led authors such as Linde (2005) and Giordani
(2004) to consider a full system approach. Another, largely neglected, issue is
the apparent non-stationary behavior of the data. This problem is noted and
discussed by Bardsen et al. (2004) among others. If data is non-stationary,
we have an additional reason to view the previous results with caution.

The aim of this paper is to test the core equations of the NKM within
a cointegrated VAR (Vector Auto-Regressive) model on quarterly U.S. and
aggregate Euro area time series data. The sample periods are 1960:1-2005:2
and 1970:1-2003:4 for the U.S. and the aggregate Euro area data, respectively.

1Sbordone (2002) uses the method of testing present value models, proposed by Camp-
bell and Shiller (1987). She assumes that the data is stationary, although the method also
allows for special cases when the data is non-stationary. The Campbell and Shiller (1987)
technique with non-stationary data has recently been employed to the NKPC by Demery
and Duck (2003) and Tillmann (2005).

2However, see also Gali et al. (2005) and Sbordone (2005) for answers to some of this
criticism.
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The restrictions implied by the core equations of the NKM are tested by
the method of testing exact linear rational expectations (RE), proposed by
Johansen and Swensen (1999, 2004). This method permits the estimation of
RE systems while allowing for non-stationary data. It should also be noted
that the Johansen and Swensen method provides a direct and formal way of
testing the NKM, as opposed to the more informal evaluations of much of
the previous literature.

This paper is closely related to those of Fanelli (2005) and Barkbu and
Batini (2005). Fanelli (2005) uses a three-step method, presented in Fanelli
(2002), to formally test a version of the NKPC within a cointegrated VAR
model on aggregate Euro area data3. He rejects the NKPC specification.
Barkbu and Batini (2005) apply the Johansen and Swensen method to the
NKPC on aggregate Euro area data. They obtain favorable results for the
NKPC using a minimal information set. However, it is doubtful that the
information set that Barkbu and Batini (2005) use captures the main features
of the inflation process, as discussed by Bardsen et al. (2004). This paper
differs from Fanelli (2005) and Barkbu and Batini (2005) in at least two ways.
First, an extended information set is used that, combined with the Johansen
and Swensen method, allows for testing both core equations of the NKM
rather than only focusing on the NKPC. Second, the model is also tested on
U.S. data.

The results suggest that the evidence in favor of the core equations of
the NKM, the IS curve and the new Keynesian Phillips curve, is weak. The
restrictions implied by the equations are rejected on both U.S. and aggregate
Euro area data. Sensitivity analysis with respect to different sample periods
and measures of marginal costs do not change the results. In addition, neces-
sary conditions for the equations of the NKM in the non-stationary case are
also provided and discussed. The necessary conditions imply cointegration
between the key variables and are easily tested on data. The necessary con-
ditions are rejected in most cases. Interestingly, the NKPC is not rejected
on Euro area data when labor’s share is used as a measure of marginal costs.
It is precisely for this measure and data that favorable results on the NKPC
have been reported by, for instance, Gali and Gertler (1999). However, this
cannot be viewed as providing overwhelming support for the NKPC, since

3There are some drawbacks to his method. In particular, one can only test one RE
equation and need a condition almost similar to strong exogeneity of the forcing variables
in the estimations. Furthermore, Fanelli’s parametrization of the NKPC does not allow
for the standard condition ϕ41 + ϕ43 = 1 in (4) below.
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the overall restrictions of the equation are rejected. Methods that rely on
less formal evaluations of the NKPC, such as the size and significance of the
marginal costs and forward terms, run the risk of claiming success when only
the necessary condition is met.

The next section introduces a baseline New Keynesian model. The data
and information sets are discussed in section 3, while section 4 introduces
the Johansen and Swensen method. The estimation results are presented in
section 5 followed by a discussion in section 6. Section 7 concludes.

2 The New Keynesian model

This section introduces the baseline version of the New Keynesian model.
The NKM belongs to a class of “miniature” dynamic stochastic general equi-
librium (DSGE) models that are based on optimizing households and firms,
rational expectations, and nominal price rigidities. The basic closed economy
model has been derived through several different routes, for example by spec-
ifying different channels of price rigidities, as shown by Roberts (1995). Here
we follow the standard approach, assuming Calvo pricing. Detailed deriva-
tions and discussions are provided by McCallum and Nelson (1999), Clarida
et al. (1999), and Walsh (2003). The baseline model can be represented in
terms of a two-equation model

yt = Etyt+1 − ϕ11(it − Et∆pt+1) (1)

∆pt = ϕ21Et∆pt+1 + ϕ22xt (2)

where yt is real output, it is the nominal short-run interest rate, pt is the price
index, xt is real marginal costs, Et is the expectations operator conditional on
the agent’s information set at time t, and ϕij ≥ 0 for all i and j in equations
(1)-(5). The first equation is a forward-looking “IS curve” that relates output
to the real rate of interest, while the second is the New Keynesian Phillips
curve that relates inflation to real marginal costs. In addition to this, a policy
rule for the nominal interest rate is usually obtained by specifying a policy
objective and solving under discretion or commitment. The coefficients, ϕij ,
are functions of the structural parameter from the underlying theory.

Real marginal costs cannot be observed in practice and must, hence,
be approximated by some measure. Under constant returns to scale and
completely flexible nominal wages, real marginal cost are proportional to the
deviation of output from its flexible price equilibrium, i.e. xt = h(yt − yf

t ),
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where h > 0 and yf
t is the output level in the absence of price rigidities. In

this case, it is common to rewrite (1) as

yt − yf
t = Et(yt+1 − yf

t+1) − ϕ11(it − Et∆pt+1) + υt

where, υt = Ety
f
t+1 − yf

t . Then, combining this equation with equation (2)
and a policy rule for the interest rate produces a simple system of three equa-
tions in the endogenous variables xt, ∆pt and it. This is clearly convenient,
especially from an econometric point of view. However, if the firms in the
economy use Cobb-Douglas production technologies, the relevant measure of
real marginal costs becomes labor’s share of income, i.e. wtnt/ytpt, where wt

is wages and nt is the number of employed. If this measure is used, rewriting
(1) in terms of the output gap holds no advantage and, in principle, the pro-
cess of the labor’s share measure should be specified as well4. We return to
this issue in section 3.1, where a simple solution to this problem is offered.

The purely theoretical equations (1) and (2) imply a jump behavior that
is at odds with the observed behavior of both output and inflation (Fuhrer
and Moore, 1995). This has led authors, for instance Fuhrer (2000) and Gali
and Gertler (1999), to consider hybrid versions of (1) and (2) given by

yt = ϕ32Etyt+1 − ϕ31(it − Et∆pt+1) + ϕ33yt−1 (3)

∆pt = ϕ41Et∆pt+1 + ϕ42xt + ϕ43∆pt−1 (4)

where the lagged terms are motivated, for example, by assuming habit per-
sistence and rule of thumb pricing.

Finally, it should be noted that money is not absent from the New Key-
nesian model. Rather, it is redundant and determined by

mt − pt = ϕ51yt − ϕ52it (5)

where mt is the nominal quantity of money. This ’unimportance of money’
result is clearly testable empirically5.

The baseline model has been extended in several ways, for instance by in-
corporating labor market imperfections (Erceg et al., 2000) or by accounting
for investments in capacity (Razin, 2005). Open economy issues have been
investigated by several authors, for example Clarida et al. (2002), Gali and
Monacelli (2002) and Svensson (2000). Such extensions are not considered

4A variant of this problem is discussed in Kara and Nelson (2004).
5See King (2002), for a discussion on the role for money.
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Figure 1: The aggregate Euro area and U.S. inflation rates.

in this paper. However, Clarida et al. (2002) notes that the open economy
monetary policy problem is isomorphic to the closed economy problem and
that the core equations of the NKM are almost identical under certain condi-
tions. Hence, ignoring the open economy issues should not affect the results
significantly.

3 Data and information

This section introduces the data and discusses potential information sets that
can be used to evaluate the NKM. The data consists of quarterly U.S. and
aggregate Euro area time series on the following variables (in logs): a price
index, pt, a nominal short-run interest rate, it, a real money aggregate, mt,
real output, yt, potential output, yn

t , and real aggregate wages, wt. The Euro
area data spans the years 1970:01-2003:04 while the U.S. data spans 1960:01-
2005:02 (apart from a production function based measure of potential output
which spans 1973:02-2003:04 and 1964:2-2005:02 respectively). Figure 1 plots
the Euro area and U.S. inflation rates. Detailed descriptions of the data are
provided in appendix A.

3.1 Information sets

The minimal, and theory consistent, information set that can be used to test
the baseline NKM is clearly I0 = {∆p, i, y, x}. This information set can
be extended to include money, I1 = {∆p, i, m, y, x}, but if the theory is
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correct this should be redundant. As this is a testable hypothesis it should
not be simply assumed. Hence, I1 will be the basic information set in this
paper. It should be noted that most empirical studies on the NKPC work
with a smaller information set Inpc = {∆p, x} since the focus is on the
Phillips curve6. Bardsen et al. (2004) have criticized the use of this kind
of information set on the grounds that it is too small to account for the
variation in the data, potentially leading to misspecified models. They show
that this type of misspecification might explain the favorable results on the
NKPC in the literature. When they extend the information set to include
more variables, they find no support for the NKPC and that the results
are consistent with a non-stationary inflation rate. Bardsen et al. take the
view that inflation is primarily driven by labor market factors and extend
their information set to include, wages, unemployment, productivity, taxes,
and error correction mechanisms from existing studies. However, in some
sense it is no longer possible to test the baseline NKPC when extending the
information set in this way, since the additional information is not modelled
within the NKM and rational expectations demand model consistency. The
information set, I1, does not have this problem since it is consistent with
the NKM and, as is confirmed below, is sufficient to ensure a well-specified
model.

As the discussion in section 2 makes clear, different measures of real
marginal costs have different implications for the core equations of the model.
Which measure to use have been an issue of some debate previously (see Gali
and Gertler (1999), Sbordone (2002) and Rudd and Whelan (2005)). This
paper takes a pragmatic approach and uses several output gap measures and
labor’s share as proxies for real marginal costs. An elegant solution to the
problems discussed in section 2 is to include the relevant measure in unre-

stricted form in the model. For example, if the preferred measure of marginal
costs is the output gap, the information set, I11 = {∆p, i, m, y, yn}, is mod-
elled. In this case the output gap is defined as the restriction, xt = yt − yn

t ,
on the statistical model. If labor’s share is used, I12 = {∆p, i, m, y, w}, is
modelled and labor’s share is defined as the restriction, xt = wt − yt. Note
that this information should be in the agents’ information sets since they can
always deduce yn

t or wt from yt and xt. Hence, there is no particular reason to
restrict the information at the outset. Figure 2 plots the EU output gap and

6Although, when GMM is used, the set of instruments usually contain other variables
as well.
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Figure 2: The production function based measure of the output gap and labor’s share

for the aggregate Euro area data.
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Figure 3: The production function based measure of the output gap and labor’s share

for the U.S. data.

labor’s share and figure 3 plots the corresponding U.S. measures. It is clear
from the figures that the two measures describe very different dynamics. In
particular, the output gap measure appears to be in line with common views
of the business cycle, while labor’s share does not appear to capture cyclical
variation to any large degree 7.

As a final note, given the difficulties to obtain a reasonable measure for
potential output, an alternative measure based on the Hodrick and Prescott
(1997) filter was also used. There were no significant differences in the re-
sults8.

7See Rudd and Whelan, 2005 for a discussion of this point.
8Giorno et al. (1995) discusses the relative merits of different potential output measures.
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4 Testing exact rational expectations within a

cointegrated VAR model

This section describes the main results from Johansen and Swensen (2004)
on testing rational expectations in a cointegrated VAR model when a linear
trend is restricted to the cointegration space. The simpler case where there is
no deterministic trend in the model is similar and described in Johansen and
Swensen (1999). The exact restrictions implied by the NKM are presented
at the end of the section.

The base line statistical model is the p-dimensional VAR model in error
correction form

∆Xt = ΠXt−1 +
k−1
∑

i=1

Γi∆Xt−i + µ0 + µ1t + ΦDt + εt (6)

where the vector process Xt is assumed to be at most I(1), εt ∼ Np(0, Σ),
Φ is a p × m matrix, and Dt consist of the other deterministic components.
Cointegration can be investigated as the hypothesis that the matrix Π is of
reduced rank, r. If 0 < r < p then at least some of the variables cointegrate
and

Π = αβ ′

where α and β are two p× r matrices of full column rank. Let the subscript
⊥ denote the orthogonal complement of a matrix. The deterministic trend
is assumed to be restricted to the cointegration space, i.e. α′

⊥µ1 = 0, since
there would be quadratic trends in the data otherwise. Thus, we can write
µ1 = ακ1 where κ1 is an r-dimensional vector. These assumptions imply that
(6) can be written as

∆Xt = αβ∗′X∗
t−1 +

k−1
∑

i=1

Γi∆Xt−i + µ0 + ΦDt + εt (7)

where β∗ = (β ′, κ1)
′ is a (p + 1) × r matrix and X∗

t−1 = (X ′
t−1, t)′.

Johansen and Swensen consider expectations of the form

E[c′1Xt+1 | Θt] + c′0Xt + c′−1Xt−1 + ... + c′−k+1Xt−k+1

+cc + cτ (t + 1) + cφDt+1 = 0 (8)

where the p× q (0 < q < r) matrices ci (i = −k + 1, ..., 1) are known as well
as the matrices cτ and cφ. The q-dimensional vector cc can contain unknown
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parameters. The expectational equation (8) can be reformulated so that it
corresponds to (7) by

E[c′1∆Xt+1 | Θt] − d′
1Xt + d′

−1∆Xt−1 + ... + d′
−k+1∆Xt−k+2

+cc + cτ (t + 1) + cφDt+1 = 0 (9)

where d−i+1 = −
∑k−1

j=i−1 c−j , i = 0, ..., k. Defining d∗
1 = (d′

1, −cτ )
′, the re-

strictions on the statistical model (7) implied by (9) are

β∗α′c1 = d∗
1

Γ′
ic1 = −d−i (10)

µ′
0c1 = −c′c

Φ′c1 = −c′φ.

The maximum likelihood under the restrictions is

L
−2/T
H,max =

∣

∣

∣Σ̃∗
22

∣

∣

∣ |S∗
11|

r−q
∏

i=1

(1 − λ̃∗
i )/ |c

′
1c1| |c

′
1⊥c1⊥| (11)

where Σ̃∗
22 is the likelihood of the marginal model, c′1∆Xt, and the remaining

terms are the likelihood of the conditional model, c′1⊥∆Xt. The product in
(11) is taken to be 1 if q = r. The maximum likelihood of the unconstrained
model (7) is

L−2/T
max = |S∗

00|
r
∏

i=1

(1 − λ̂∗
i ).

The LR test statistic, given as -2 times the log of the ratio between the
restricted and the unrestricted likelihoods, is

−2lnQ = T

(

ln
∣

∣

∣Σ̃∗
22

∣

∣

∣+ ln |S∗
11| +

r−q
∑

i=1

ln(1 − λ̃∗
i )

)

−T

(

ln |S∗
00| +

r
∑

i=1

ln(1 − λ̂∗
i ) + ln(|c′1c1| |c

′
1⊥c1⊥|)

)

.

The test statistic is asymptotically χ2-distributed with kpq + q(m + 1) de-
grees of freedom. Although it is assumed that the ci matrices are known,
estimates of any unknown parameters, ϕ, in the ci matrices can be obtained
by numerical optimization, if the cointegrating relations can be expressed as
smooth functions, β(ϕ), of the parameters. In that case, the degrees of free-
dom turn out to be kpq + q(m+1)−w, where w is the number of additional
unknown parameters. The core equations of the NKM satisfy this condition
as is evident from the representations of d∗

1 below.
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4.1 Restrictions implied by the NKM

Let Xt = (∆pt, it, mt, yt, yn
t )′ and k = 1. In terms of (8) the pure NKPC,

equation (2), take the form

(−ϕ21, 0, , 0 , 0 0)Et

















∆pt+1

it+1

mt+1

yt+1

yn
t+1

















+ (1, 0, 0, −ϕ22, ϕ22)

















∆pt

it
mt

yt

yn
t

















= 0.

Hence, c1 = (−ϕ21, 0, , 0 , 0 0)′ and c0 = (1, 0, 0, −ϕ22, ϕ22)
′ which im-

plies d1 = (ϕ21 − 1, 0, 0, ϕ22, −ϕ22)
′. It is now straightforward to de-

rive the restrictions on the parameters of (7) by using (10). Similarly,
the pure IS curve in equation (1) can be expressed in terms of (8) by,
c1 = (−ϕ11, 0, 0, −1, 0)′ and c0 = (0, ϕ11, 0, 1, 0)′. The extensions to equa-
tions (3) and (4) are obvious, provided that k ≥ 2, as are the consequences
of using Xt = (∆pt, it, mt, yt, wt)

′ (the IS curve restrictions are the same,
while the signs on ϕ22 are interchanged in c0 and d1 for the NKPC).

The simultaneous test of (1) and (2) can be performed by

c1 =

















−ϕ11 −ϕ21

0 0
0 0
−1 0
0 0

















, c0 =

















0 1
ϕ11 0
0 0
1 −ϕ22

0 ϕ22

















provided that r ≥ 2. Similar extensions as above are again obvious.

5 Testing the NKM

In this section, the restrictions implied by the NKM are tested on Euro area
and U.S. data. Initial modelling of the data is performed prior to testing the
restrictions, since information about cointegration rank is a prerequisite in
the Johansen and Swensen method. We begin by analysing aggregate Euro
area data and then proceed with U.S. data.
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IEU
11 , 1973:3-2003:4 IEU

12 , 1970:1-2003:4
r λi trace trace95 p-value λi trace trace95 p-value

0 0.41 158.42** 88.55 0.00 0.34 152.30** 88.55 0.00
1 0.27 95.83** 63.66 0.00 0.32 96.15** 63.66 0.00
2 0.25 57.76** 42.77 0.00 0.14 45.34* 42.77 0.03
3 0.14 23.43 25.73 0.10 0.12 25.50 25.73 0.05
4 0.04 5.18 12.48 0.58 0.07 9.08 12.48 0.18

Table 1: The rank test statistic (trace test) for the complete sample aggregate Euro area

data. In the table, λi are the eigenvalues from the reduced rank regression (see Johansen,

1995). Trace95 are the 95%-quantiles of the trace distribution and (**) denotes rejection

at the 1% significance level and (*) denotes rejection at the 5% significance level.

5.1 Aggregate Euro area data

This section reports the results of fitting the cointegrated VAR model (7) to
the Euro area data with X∗

t = (∆pt, it, mt, yt, yn
t , t)′ for the information set

IEU
11 and X∗

t = (∆pt, it, mt, yt, wt, t)′ for IEU
12 . The first model is referred

to as the “gap model” and the second as the “share model” in what follows.
Initial modelling suggested that k = 2 is the suitable choice of lag length in
both models and that linear trends should be included in the cointegration
spaces.

Table 1 reports the rank test statistic of the models. The rank test statis-
tic suggest that the rank should be set to three in both models, indicating
three cointegration relations and two common stochastic trends. However,
it can be seen from table 1 that r = 2 was borderline accepted in the share
model9. In fact, this seems to be the reasonable choice if one takes into
account collateral evidence, such as the magnitude of the roots of the com-
panion matrix, graphs of the implied CI relations under the different choices,
and so on. Standard misspecification tests indicated some deviations from
normality in both models10, as well as problems with auto correlation and
ARCH in the share model. Stationarity and long-run exclusion were rejected
in all variables in both models. The results of these tests are reported in

9A sensitivity analysis was conducted with respect to this choice but it did not change
any of the results significantly. The results are available upon request from the author.

10This is mainly due to some large outliers in the turbulent seventies. These outliers
can be accounted for by dummy variables, but doing so does not change the results.
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IEU
11 , 1982:1-2003:4 IEU

12 , 1982:1-2003:4
r λi trace trace95 p-value λi trace trace95 p-value

0 0.41 133.54** 88.55 0.00 0.45 112.46** 88.55 0.00
1 0.27 88.67** 63.66 0.00 0.24 60.50 63.66 0.09
2 0.25 46.32* 42.77 0.02 0.19 37.04 42.77 0.17
3 0.14 21.03 25.73 0.18 0.11 18.58 25.73 0.31
4 0.04 7.17 12.48 0.34 0.09 8.40 12.48 0.23

Table 2: The rank test statistic (trace test) for the 1982:1-2003:2 aggregate Euro area

data. In the table, λi are the eigenvalues from the reduced rank regression (see Johansen,

1995). Trace95 is the 95%-quantiles of the trace distribution and (**) denotes rejection at

the 1% significance level and (*) denotes rejection at the 5% significance level.

appendix C. Finally, recursive tests for constant parameters were also per-
formed on both models11. The results from these tests indicated two possible
structural breaks, one in the early 1980’s and one at around the middle of
1993. For this reason, separate analyses for the full sample and for the sub-
sample 1982:1-2003:4 were conducted12. Similar breaks have been found, for
example, by Batini (2002) and Barkbu and Batini (2005).

Table 2 reports the rank test statistic for the subsample 1982:1-2003:4.
Again, the appropriate choice of rank seems to be three in the gap model,
although r = 2 was almost accepted (see footnote 9). For the share model
the table indicates r = 1. However, similar arguments as previously, based
on collateral evidence, would lead us to conclude that the rank should in fact
be two (see footnote 9). There were no serious misspecification problems in
either model, apart from some small deviations from normality. As before,
stationarity was rejected in all variables in both models, but now long-run
exclusion of wt could not be rejected, with p-values 0.30 and 0.51 given r = 1
and r = 2, respectively13. Finally, recursive tests of parameter stability

11The full description of these recursive test can be found in Juselius and Hansen (1995)
and include two tests for the constancy of the β-vectors, a test for the constancy of the log-
likelihood, a fluctuation test of the eigenvalues, among others. These results are available
upon request.

12The samples 1970:1-1981:4 and 1993:2-2003:4 are not considered, since the subsamples
are too small for effective estimations. However, the latter subsample will be commented
on in appendix C.

13The trace test point unambiguously toward r = 2 if wt is excluded from the model.
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were re-performed on the models. The tests did not show any parameter
instability over the period. From an empirical point of view the first model
is a slight favorite, since the labor’s share measure does not seem to provide
additional information apart from that which is contained in yt. However,
we will continue to use both measures in the rest of the paper.

Another issue that deserves comment is the fact that the real money
supply seems to be needed in the information set. Long-run exclusion was
rejected for this variable and removing it from the informations set consider-
ably worsened the fit of each model. One of the results of the New Keynesian
model is that money is determined by the other variables once a policy rule
for interest rate is specified. Empirically, a necessary condition for the ’unim-
portance of money’ result is that money has a unit vector in the α matrix.
This is formally tested in appendix C and the unit vector is rejected in all
cases except for the 1982:1- share model. Thus, it would appear that money
is important, at least when M3 is used as the money stock measure.

The results of testing the restrictions implied by the core equations of the
NKM are reported in table 3. The details of the estimations are provided in
appendix B. The single equation restrictions are first considered separately.
As is clearly seen from table 3, almost all restrictions are strongly rejected.
Furthermore, the coefficient estimates are clearly not sensible with respect
to the NKM. For instance, in the cases of the NKPC, equations (2) and
(4), the coefficients on the forward terms, ϕ21 and ϕ41 are above one and
the coefficient on the forcing variable is small and negative regardless of the

measure used for marginal costs. Also, for the IS curve, the coefficient on the
real interest rate has the wrong sign, while the coefficients on the forward
and backward terms can be considered sensible. In the few cases where the
restrictions are not rejected, the coefficients are not sensible. The restrictions
implied by the equations of the NKM are strongly rejected, if the coefficients
are restricted to the unit interval (the results are available upon request).

Finally, the restrictions from both (1)-(2) and (3)-(4) where tested simul-
taneously on all periods and all information sets. These restrictions were
strongly rejected in all cases, as should be expected, given the rejection of
the single equation restrictions above.

These results imply that the evidence for the IS curve and the New Key-

Since additional information should not in principle reduce the CI rank, this provides an
additional reason for maintaining r = 2 despite the evidence for r = 1 in table 2. It seems
that the inclusion of wt in the information set “muddles the water”.
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I T Equ i ϕi1 ϕi2 ϕi3 −2lnQ df p-value

73:3- 1 -0.18 – – 49.68 13 0.00
“ 2 1.11 -0.06 – 48.98 12 0.00
“ 3 -0.09 0.79 0.21 41.10 12 0.00

IEU
11 “ 4 1.79 -0.11 -0.66 30.44 11 0.01

82:1- 1 -0.18 – – 58.45 13 0.00
“ 2 1.16 -0.05 – 41.27 12 0.00
“ 3 -0.14 0.83 0.17 54.52 12 0.00
“ 4 1.96 -0.10 -0.87 20.86 11 0.04

70:1- 1 -0.33 – – 55.83 13 0.00
“ 2 1.49 -0.05 – 55.72 12 0.00
“ 3 -0.20 0.81 0.19 48.73 12 0.00

IEU
12 “ 4 2.12 -0.04 -0.72 40.69 11 0.00

82:1- 1 -0.22 – – 44.10 13 0.00
“ 2 2.13 -0.10 – 14.28 12 0.28

“ 3 -0.17 0.83 0.17 40.24 12 0.00
“ 4 2.98 -0.11 -0.72 7.22 11 0.78

Table 3: Tests of the restrictions implied by the core equations of the NKM (1)-(4) on the

Euro area data. The column “Equ i” indicates that the restrictions implied by equation

(i) is being tested and ϕij are the corresponding estimates. In equation (3) we have the

additional restriction ϕ32 + ϕ33 = 1 (hence, we have 12 degrees of freedom).

nesian Phillips curve on aggregate Euro area data must be considered weak.
The results of testing the NKPC are similar to those of Fanelli (2005) in this
respect. In section 6 we discuss some reasons for this failure of the model.

5.2 U.S. data

Initial modelling of the two information sets for U.S. data suggested k = 3
and that a linear trend should be included in the cointegration space in
both models. Table 4 reports the rank test statistic of the model. The
rank test statistic suggests that the rank should be set to two in the first
model. However, r = 1 is almost accepted in the share model and, moreover,
there is uncertainty between the choices r = 2 or r = 3 as well. It appears
that the inclusion of wt in the information set again “muddles the water”.
The choice r = 3 is not reasonable and can be disregarded if one takes
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IUS
11 , 1964:2-2005:2 IUS

12 , 1960:1-2005:2
r λi trace trace95 p-value λi trace trace95 p-value

0 0.24 114.22** 88.55 0.00 0.22 108.36** 88.55 0.000
1 0.19 70.06* 63.66 0.01 0.11 64.04* 63.66 0.046
2 0.13 36.86 42.77 0.18 0.09 42.66 42.77 0.051
3 0.06 14.55 25.73 0.62 0.07 24.40 25.73 0.074
4 0.03 5.15 12.48 0.58 0.06 10.18 12.48 0.121

Table 4: The rank test statistic (trace test) for the complete sample U.S. data. In

the table, λi are the eigenvalues from the reduced rank regression (see Johansen, 1995).

Trace95 is the 95%-quantiles of the trace distribution and (**) denotes rejection at the

1% significance level and (*) denotes rejection at the 5% significance level.

into account similar collateral evidence as before. Below, only the results for
r = 2 are reported (see footnote 9). Standard misspecification tests indicated
deviations from normality, due to some very large outliers, and problems with
ARCH, stemming from the short-term interest rate series, in both models.
None of the variables in either model were found to be stationary or long-
run excludable. Finally, recursive tests for constant parameters were also
performed. Both models showed evidence of a structural break at around
1979, marking the beginning of the Volcker-Greenspan era. Similar structural
breaks have been found in the empirical literature, for example in Roberts
(2005) and Romer and Romer (2004). However, by some experimenting, it
can be seen that the ARCH problems in the short-run interest rate series
do not disappear before 1982, so it seems a good idea to split the sample at
that point. Roberts (2005) considers a similar split by leaving out the years
79-83 corresponding to the Volcker disinflation era. A sensitivity analysis
with respect to this choice was conducted, but it did not change the main
results. Thus, separate analyses of the full sample and of the subsample
1982:1-2005:2 were conducted14. Additionally, there were also some evidence
of a structural break around 1993 in the share model.

Table 5 reports the rank test statistic for the sample 1982:1-2005:2. The
appropriate choice of rank is two in both models. There was no serious
misspecification in the gap model, apart from some small deviations from
normality, while there were evidence of small problems with ARCH, auto-

14It would also be possible to conduct a separate analysis for the period 1960:1-1981:4.
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IUS
11 , 1982:1-2005:2 IUS

12 , 1982:1-2005:2
r λi trace trace95 p-value λi trace trace95 p-value

0 0.53 147.41** 88.55 0.00 0.51 137.34** 88.55 0.00
1 0.35 78.80** 63.66 0.00 0.36 73.83** 63.66 0.00
2 0.21 39.61 42.77 0.10 0.17 34.01 42.77 0.29
3 0.10 18.71 25.73 0.31 0.15 17.44 25.73 0.39
4 0.09 8.92 12.48 0.19 0.03 2.80 12.48 0.88

Table 5: The rank test statistic (trace test) for the subsample, 1982:1-2005:2, U.S. data.

In the table, λi are the eigenvalues from the reduced rank regression (see Johansen, 1995).

Trace95 is the 95%-quantiles of the trace distribution and (**) denotes rejection at the

1% significance level and (*) denotes rejection at the 5% significance level.

correlations, and deviations from normality in the second model. Stationarity
was rejected in all variables in both models and again the long-run exclusion
of wt could not be rejected (p-value 0.06) in the second model. Finally, re-
cursive tests for parameter stability was re-performed for the models. The
tests did not show any serious parameter instability over the period in the
gap model, while there were still some evidence of a break around 1993 in
the share model.

The results of testing the restrictions implied by the core equations of
the NKM on the U.S. data are reported in table 6. Almost all restrictions
are rejected, as can be seen from table 6. Furthermore, the coefficient es-
timates are very similar to those of the aggregate Euro area data. Finally,
the restrictions from both (1)-(2) and (3)-(4) were tested simultaneously on
both periods and both models. These restrictions were strongly rejected in
all cases. Hence, the evidence in favor of the NKM on U.S data must also be
considered weak.

6 Explaining the results

The reasons for the empirical failure of the NKM are investigated in this sec-
tion. We begin by discussing a particular necessary condition for the NKM.
This condition is then tested and interpreted in light of previous findings in
the literature. The estimated coefficients in tables 3 and 6 are also given an
interpretation.
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I T Equ i ϕi1 ϕi2 ϕi3 −2lnQ df p-value

64:2- 1 -0.40 – – 86.41 18 0.00
“ 2 1.13 -0.03 – 49.13 17 0.00
“ 3 -0.28 0.80 0.20 75.01 17 0.00

IUS
11 “ 4 1.52 -0.04 -0.54 24.43 16 0.08

82:1- 1 0.06 – – 72.63 18 0.00
“ 2 1.60 -0.02 – 50.71 17 0.00
“ 3 -0.27 0.80 0.20 75.53 17 0.00
“ 4 1.98 -0.07 -0.75 39.02 16 0.00

60:1- 1 -0.43 – – 67.84 18 0.00
“ 2 1.16 -0.01 – 38.16 17 0.00
“ 3 -0.29 0.80 0.20 55.44 17 0.00

IUS
12 “ 4 1.62 -0.01 -0.45 23.43 16 0.10

82:1- 1 0.06 – – 65.35 18 0.00
“ 2 1.63 -0.01 – 55.62 17 0.00
“ 3 0.01 0.71 0.29 48.41 17 0.00
“ 4 2.25 -0.01 -0.54 49.43 16 0.00

Table 6: Tests of the restrictions implied by the core equations of the NKM (1)-(4) on

the U.S. data. The column “Equ i” indicates that the restrictions implied by equation

(i) are being tested and ϕij are the corresponding estimates. In equation (3) we have the

additional restriction ϕ32 + ϕ33 = 1 (hence, we have 17 degrees of freedom).

6.1 A necessary condition for the NKM under I(1) data

It is easy to provide a necessary condition for the NKM provided that the data
is non-stationary and well described by model (7), as the analysis in section
5 suggests. In this case inflation must be cointegrated with the measure
of marginal costs and output must be cointegrated with the real rate of
interest15. This can be seen directly, by observing that if the first restriction

β∗α′c1 = d∗
1 (12)

in (10) holds, then d∗
1 ∈ sp(β∗). That d∗

1 ∈ sp(β∗) is only a necessary condi-
tion is clear, since (10) includes several other restrictions. The advantage of
the necessary condition d∗

1 ∈ sp(β∗) is that it is very easy to verify on data.

15A similar necessary condition on cointegration for present value models is discussed
by Campbell and Shiller (1987).
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IEU β̂∆p β̂i β̂m β̂y β̂yn/w β̂t p-value

d∗
11 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0.00

IEU
11 d∗

21 1 0 0 7.78 -7.78 0 0.01
d∗

31 -5.17 5.17 0 1 0 0 0.00
d∗

41 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0.02
d∗

11 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0.00
IEU

12 d∗
21 1 0 0 0.08 -0.08 0 0.37

d∗
31 -26.42 26.42 0 1 0 0 0.03

d∗
41 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0.00

d∗
11 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0.00

IUS
11 d∗

21 1 0 0 -0.18 0.18 0 0.33

d∗
31 -41.10 41.10 0 1 0 0 0.00

d∗
41 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0.10

d∗
11 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0.00

IUS
12 d∗

21 1 0 0 0.03 -0.03 0 0.00
d∗

31 -46.70 46.70 0 1 0 0 0.01
d∗

41 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0.00

Table 7: Tests of the necessary conditions of the NKM. Estimated β coefficients are

denoted by β̂x, where x indicates the variable. The hypotheses in d∗41 are derived under

the additional restriction ϕ41 + ϕ43 = 1.

For each of equations (1)-(4), d∗
1 will take an explicit form (the d∗

1 corre-
sponding to equation i is denoted by d∗

i1). Thus, if xt = yt − yn
t we get

d∗
11 = (−ϕ11, ϕ11, 0, 0, 0, 0)′

d∗
21 = (1 − ϕ21, 0, 0, −ϕ22, ϕ22, 0)′

d∗
31 = (−ϕ31, ϕ31, 0, 1 − ϕ32 − ϕ33, 0, 0)′

d∗
41 = (1 − ϕ41 − ϕ43, 0, 0, −ϕ42, ϕ42, 0)′

and if xt = wt−yt, the signs on the coefficients ϕ22 and ϕ42 are interchanged.
Assumed ϕij > 0 for all i and j, it can be seen that d∗

11 is nested in d∗
31 by

the restriction ϕ32 + ϕ33 = 1, and that d∗
21 and d∗

41 are similar. Note also the
theoretically interesting cases ϕ21 6= 1 and ϕ41 + ϕ43 = 1. Table 7 reports
the results of testing if these relations are in the estimated cointegration
space. Attention is restricted to the subsample starting in 1982:1. It can
be seen from the table, that the necessary condition of the “IS” curve, the
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rows of d∗
11 and d∗

31, is rejected in all cases. Hence, it is not surprising
that the corresponding hypotheses in tables 3 and 6 were rejected. Table
7 also reveals some interesting facts about the NKPC (d∗

21 and d∗
41). The

necessary condition of the NKPC on the Euro area data is rejected if we use
the output gap as a measure of marginal cost. Furthermore, it can easily
be seen that the signs of the estimates are wrong in this case. However,
if labor’s share is used as a measure instead, the necessary condition holds
and the signs on the coefficients are correct and of reasonable magnitude.
This, then, provides a possible explanation for the success of the labor’s
share measure in the previous literature. In essence, since the data has
been assumed to be stationary even though this is clearly rejected if tested,
what has been estimated is the necessary condition on cointegration implied
by the NKPC. However, this finding is not sufficient to conclude that the
NKPC is a good description of inflation. Methods that rely on less formal
tests of the NKPC, and more generally the NKM, run the risk of claiming
success when only the necessary condition is met, in particular when data
is non-stationary. Generally, cointegration between the key variables of any
expectational equation of the form (8), is a necessary condition when the
data is I(1). Hence, investigating cointegration between the variables in the
system provides valuable information for future theoretical developments.
This, potentially interesting avenue, is not explored further in the present
paper.

The opposite finding holds on U.S. data. The necessary condition is not
rejected when the output gap measure is used, but rejected when the labor’s
share measure is used. This result might account for the poor performance
of the labor’s share based NKPC on U.S. data that has been previously
observed.

Finally, note that d∗
41 in table 7 essentially tests if the output gap or

labor’s share are stationary. The stationarity of the measures is rejected in
most cases, with the exception of the U.S. output gap. However, output gap
measures should be structurally stationary by construction and it is puzzling
that stationarity is rejected the European output gap. It appears that the
short length of the subsample and the persistence of the European business
cycle creates a near unit-root problem in the output gap series16.

16The unit-root in the output gap variable is rejected if the full sample, 1973:2-2003:4,
is investigated. This illustrates the fact that we have long and persistent business cycles.
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6.2 Coefficient estimates and solution of the RE system

The fact that neither xt and ∆pt nor yt and rt = it − ∆pt are cointegrated
in most cases, may account for the implausible and strange coefficients in
tables 3 and 6. For instance, note that the coefficients on xt in the NKPC
are consistently small compared to the coefficients on ∆pt. If the coefficients
on xt are not statistically different from zero, it seems reasonable that the
coefficients capture the unit root behavior of inflation, rather than being
meaningful in terms of the NKPC. Such results were found by Bardsen et al.
(2004) on aggregate Euro area data. The stability of the RE system can be
investigated by the method proposed by Blanchard and Kahn (1980). To
this end, (1)-(2) and (3)-(4), with xt = yt − yn

t , are written in the form

(

Xt+1

EtPt+1

)

= A

(

Xt

Pt

)

+ γZt (13)

where γZt collects the exogenous variables yn
t and it

17. In terms of (13), (1)
and (2) are represented by Xt = ∅, Pt = (yt, ∆pt)

′, and

A =

(

1 − ϕ11ϕ22

ϕ21
−ϕ11

ϕ21

−ϕ22

ϕ21

1

ϕ21

)

. (14)

Likewise, for equations (3) and (4) we have Xt = (yt−1, ∆pt−1)
′, Pt =

(yt, ∆pt)
′, and

A =













0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

−ϕ33

ϕ32

ϕ31ϕ43

ϕ32ϕ41

1

ϕ32

+ ϕ31ϕ42

ϕ32ϕ41

−ϕ31

ϕ32ϕ41

0 −ϕ43

ϕ41

−ϕ42

ϕ41

1

ϕ41













. (15)

The corresponding A matrices when xt = wt−yt are similar apart from some
changes in the signs. Using the values from tables 3 and 6, the roots of (14)
and (15) can be calculated. For all cases in the tables, one root is very close to
unity, while the remaining roots are within the unit circle. In the different gap
models the roots cluster around 1.02 and for the share models around 0.99.
This suggest that there is no unique stable forward solution to the system
and, since it is unlikely that we could reject the unit root statistically, that the

17Alternatively, both yn
t and it could be treated as predetermined with roots less or

equal to one in absolute value. Doing so does not add anything to the analysis.
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solution is non-stationary. Hence, the proper interpretation of the estimates
in tables 3 and 6 is that they confirm that the data is non-stationary and
that the necessary conditions do not hold.

7 Conclusions

This paper applies the Johansen and Swensen (1999, 2004) method for testing
linear rational expectations models, to testing the New Keynesian Model on
U.S. and aggregate Euro area data. The tests were conducted on both the
individual equations separately and on system as a whole. The NKM was
rejected on both U.S. and aggregate Euro area data. Several sensitivity
analyses with respect to the choice of measures, sample periods, etc. were
also preformed but they did not change the results. Hence, the evidence for
the NKM must be considered weak.

Some potential reasons for the empirical shortcomings of the model were
also discussed. Much of the previous literature has assumed stationarity
on behalf of the key variables in the NKM. However, this is empirically
implausible, as shown in this paper among others. When non-stationarity is
allowed, the equations of the NKM do not satisfy, in most cases, a particular
necessary condition, namely that the key variables must be cointegrated.
Interestingly, the necessary condition is satisfied when labor’s share is used
as a measure of marginal costs on Euro area data. This might explain the
success of the NKPC previously reported for this measure and data. In
essence, what has previously been estimated is the necessary condition, i.e.
a cointegration relationship. This has then been interpreted as evidence in
favor of the NKPC, although a formal test of this hypothesis is rejected. The
necessary conditions are not satisfied on U.S. data, which accounts for the
previously reported poorer performance of the model on the U.S. data.

The results also suggest a potential way forward. Cointegration between
the key variables, is necessary condition of any linear rational expectation hy-
pothesis, when the data in non-stationary. Thus, any exploratory investiga-
tion on cointegration between the variables within a economically meaningful
information set clearly provides valuable information on potential extensions
of the theoretical models.
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A Data definitions and sources

This appendix provides the precise definitions and sources of the data that
was used in the analysis. All data is available from the sources below (mem-
bership required for the AWM), or upon request from the author.

A.1 Aggregate Euro area data

The main data source for the European data is the Area Wide Model (AWM)
dataset, available from the Euro Area Business Cycle Network (EABCN,
www.eabcn.org, see Fagan et al., 2001). Additional data was obtained from
OECD databases. The data spans the years 1970:1-2003:4, with the notable
exception of the production function based potential output series which
spans 1973:2-2003:4.

pt = (log of) GDP deflator, base year 1995 (AWM series YED). A sensitiv-
ity analysis was conducted by using the CPI index (OECD, economic
outlook) but it did not change the results significantly.

rt = Short-run interest rate (AWM series STN).

mt = (log of) Real EMU monetary aggregate M3 in millions of EUR. The
nominal series was obtained from OECD, main economic indicators,
and deflated by the index used for pt.

yt = (log of) Real GDP (AWM series YER).

yn
t = (log of) Potential real output. The main measure used was the produc-

tion function based measure from AWM series YET. This measure was
available from 1973:2-2003:4. Sensitivity analysis was conducted with
Hodric-Prescott filtered real GDP (using scale parameters 400, 1600).

wt = (log of) Total real compensation to employees (AWM series WIN de-
flated by pt).

It should be pointed out that the transformation, xt = wt −yt, is identical to
the labor’s share measure used in Clarida et al. (1999), apart from scaling.
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A.2 U.S. data

The main source for the U.S. data is the OECD database (www.oecd.org).
The data spans the years 1960:1-2005:2, with the notable exception of the
production function based potential output series which spans 1964:2-2005:2.

pt = (log of) GDP deflator, base year 2000. A sensitivity analysis was con-
ducted by using the CPI index but it did not change the results sig-
nificantly. Both series can be found in the OECD economic outlook
database.

rt = 3 month LIBOR, obtained from the OECD economic outlook database.

mt = (log of) Real money stock M2 in millions of US dollars (OECD, eco-
nomic outlook). Deflated by pt.

yt = (log of) Real GDP (OECD, economic outlook).

yn
t = (log of) Potential real output. The main measure used in the analysis

was the production function based measure (available from OECD,
economic outlook). This measure was available from 1964:2-2005:2.
Sensitivity analysis was conducted with Hodric-Prescott filtered GDP
(using scale parameters 400, 1600).

wt = (log of) Total real wages and salaries obtained from OECD, economic
outlook (deflated by pt).

The transformation, wt − yt, corresponds very closely to the labor’s share
measure published by the Bureau of Labors Statistics (BLS, www.bls.gov).
The main difference comes from the use of GDP instead of non-farm busi-
ness sector output. A sensitivity analysis was conducted with respect to the
output measure without altering the results.

B Optimization

This appendix describes the methods used to obtain the coefficient estimates
of the unknown parameters in the ci matrices of section 4. As noted by
Johansen and Swensen (1999), as long as the functions of the parameters
are smooth, numerical optimization techniques can be applied to maximize
the likelihood function. To this end both grid search and the quasi Newton
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Test for stationarity
I T r ∆pt it mt yt yn

t wt

IEU
11 73:2- 3 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** –

82:1- 3 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** –
IEU

12 70:1- 3 0.01** 0.00** 0.00** 0.01** – 0.02*
82:1- 2 0.01* 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** – 0.01**

IUS
11 64:2- 2 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** –

82:1- 2 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** –
IUS

12 60:1- 2 0.06 0.01* 0.00** 0.00** – 0.00**
82:1- 2 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** – 0.00**

Table 8: Test for stationarity. The table reports the p-values of the hypothesis. (*) and

(**) indicates rejection at the 5% and 1% significance levels respectively.

optimization algorithm by Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) were
used.

In some of the cases there were several local maxima, in which case a
grid search over reasonable starting values was conducted. The reported
parameters correspond to the maximum (in all cases, the other local maxima
produced very low values of the likelihood and very extreme values of the
parameters).

Restricting the parameters to the unit interval was conducted by setting
ϕij = 1

1+|Vij |
and maximizing over Vij , and by grid search over the unit

intervals. The hypotheses were strongly rejected in all cases.

C Miscellaneous results

Various results that are of interest, but strictly not needed in the main text,
are reported in this appendix. Table 8 reports the tests for stationarity18.

It was claimed in the text that a test for a unit vector in the α matrix
was rejected in the money equation. The results from testing this hypothesis
on the subsample 1982:1- produced p-values 0.001 and 0.20 for the EU gap
and share models respectively. Similarly, we get p-values 0.001 and 0.000 for

18The tests for trend stationarity were similar, apart from a few cases in the longer
sample, where weak evidence for trend stationarity was found.
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I Equ i ϕi1 ϕi2 ϕi3 −2lnQ df p-value

IEU
11 1 0.29 – – 24.19 13 0.03*

IEU
11 3 0.12 0.70 0.30 15.59 12 0.21

IEU
12 1 0.18 – – 33.28 13 0.00**

IEU
12 3 0.06 0.69 0.31 24.26 12 0.02*

Table 9: Tests of the restrictions implied by the equations (1) and (3) on the Euro area

data subsample 1993:3-2003:4. The column “Equ i” indicates that the restrictions implied

by equation (i) is being tested and ϕij are the corresponding estimates. In equation (3)

we have the additional restriction ϕ32 + ϕ33 = 1 (hence, we have 12 degrees of freedom).

the US gap and share models respectively. The results from the full sample
tests were similar.

Finally, table 9 provides the results from testing the optimizing IS curve
on the Euro area data subsample 1993:3-2003:4. These results should be
viewed with great caution since only 43 observations are used in the esti-
mations. Nevertheless, the results point to the possibility of a structural
break whereafter output evolves according to (1) or (3), at least when the
output gap is used. The coefficient ϕ11, and to some extent ϕ31, depending
on the assumptions used to derive the hybrid version, is the inverse of a
preference parameter σ, where σ stems from an utility function of the form
u(c, .) = c1−σ

1−σ
+ .... The two first equations in table 9 imply the estimates

σ11 = 3.45 and σ31 = 8.33, which are highly plausible. Furthermore, the
weight to the forward variable is approximately 0.70 compared to 0.30 for
the backward variable, in line with the beliefs of most researchers. However,
the NKPC was rejected on this same sample, as were both the IS curve and
the NKPC on the U.S. data.
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